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ABSTRACT: Today data is very important for changing the world.It helps for cure the disease or disorder, 

improvement of company profit, decision making of organisation.We got lots of data from various sources like 

websites,institutes. Hospitalsetc. data from sources are unstructured. How to get data in structured format? Web 

scarping gives directed structured data with excel,csv,tsv or any required format.so in this paper we study the web 

scraping and how scrape the educational websites using web scraping tools and how education institutes boost the 

ranking.It will help to take decision by comparing education details. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Web scraping is an automated tool for finding and extracting data from on-line sources. It utilizes computer 

programming software and customized software code to mine data or other information from on-line sources in order to 

remove a copy of the data and store it in an external database for analysis. Typically, the data harvested through web 

scraping is analysed to answer questions that could not be answered, or answered efficiently, using the data as it was 

originally presented on-line. Essentially, web scraping is a way to pull information from particular web pages and re-

purpose it for customized analysis[1]. Web scrapping is a process of automatic data and information collection from the 

internet, commonly in website pages using mark-up languages such as HTML or XHTML whose data analysed for 

certain needs and purposes[2]. Web scraping data is used for personal work or organizational work. InIndia there are 

near about 31000 educational institutes in India for various courses. We see that more competitions in private 

institutesfor admission and their ranking.Thus, for marketing of institution is very important in this era.Online 

marketing analyst use web scraping methods to grab some information from other competitors such as emails, targeted 

keywords and links and also traffic source.[3] 

II. WEB SCRAPING SOFTWARE 

 

There are lot of software available for scraping the website. But due to huge amount of data available on websites some 

software’s not properly working. So there are common software programming languages like R and Python are 

typically used to write the software code for both the crawler and the scraper. Hence, software programming skills are 

essential for building and deploying a web scraper. The software code, however, is constructed based on specific search 

and data extraction criteria established by the researcher based on his/her understanding of the on-line data source(s) of 

interest and the research questions the analysis will attempt to answer[1]. 

III. RELATED WORK 

 

saurkar et al.[4]Focused on the overview on the information extraction technique i.e. web scraping, different techniques 

of web scraping and some of the recent tools used for a web scraping. They discussed the basic of web mining and 

focused on the techniques used for web scraping.Crystal Pereira [3]discussed  the tools and techniques used in scraping 

and its impact on the social networks.they gave thelist of tools which is useful for web scraping.Vargiu et al. [5] They 

proposed a collaborative filtering-based Web advertising system aimed at finding the most relevant ads for a generic 

Web page by exploiting Web scraping. To illustrate how the system works in practice, a case study is 

presented.gaikwad et al.[6] proposed an Education Search Engine in two-stage technique, namely Smart Crawler, for 

efficient gathering deep web interfaces. To achieve more accurate results for a focused crawl, Smart Crawler ranks 

websites links to prioritize highly relevant result in websites link rankings. The results showed that the smart crawler 

and scarper can realize the high-efficient and flexible data collection function, and laid the foundation for Web data 
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mining. This efficiently retrieves web data mining interface from large-scale sites and achieves higher.Gupta et al.[7] 

applied the proposed algorithm on live dynamic web pages of patent portal to compare the result against existing web 

extraction algorithms and found to be more efficient in terms of throughput.Ashiwal[8]developed method for retrieving 

web information using BeautifulSoup and python script. BeautifulSoup is tool for web information retrieval. Most of 

the web information presents in unstructured format. The proposed system retrieves the unstructured data in user’s 

pattern and makes it useful. 

IV. METHODS FOR WEB SCRAPING 

 
For web scraping we use education websites’, g, shiksha.com website used for scraping. We have filtered the MCA 

collegesfrom all colleges. Select one college from filtered colleges.e.g. we selected Savitribai phulepune university. 

When we inspect the college we got HTML elements file.Which included all HTML tags which as follows. 

 

 
 

Fig 1:HTML tag file 

 

above fig contains all required tags.from this we identified all the elements of any college.now we implementing the 

python language for exucution and xtracting the information. 

To extract the HTML code,  extractor relies on Web scraping through two specialized libraries: HTMLParser and 

Beautiful Soup. HTMLParser defines a class HTMLParser that serves as the basis for parsing text files formatted in 

HTML and XHTML. The class is instantiated without arguments and its instance is fed by HTML data and calls 

handler functions when tags begin and end. The class is meant to be overridden by the user to provide a desired 

behavior. BeautifulSoup is a Python library that parses broken HTML. BeautifulSoup is not a real HTML parser but 

uses regular expressions to dive through tag soup. The main features of BeautifulSoup are: it yields a parse tree that 

makes approximately as much sense as the original document, in case of the programmer gives it bad markup; it 

provides a few simple methods and Pythonic idioms for navigating, searching, and modifying a parse tree; and it 

automatically converts incoming documents to Unicode and outgoing documents to UTF-8[5].   

 

Follwing are the steps for web scraping 

1.Install the BeautifulSoupin jupyter notebool.use 

 !pip install BeautifulSoup 

2. Get the URL using request object 

3. use BeautifulSoup object for extracting the content of URL. 

4.soup object will find the all education URL elements. 
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5.form that education elements.we only extract the following elements 

 a.Title of educational institutes 

       b.Course name 

       c..rating of the course 

follwing screen shows the coding of the extraction of web scraping. 

 
 

Follwing screen shoes the output after scraping 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 
There are manyeducational websites available but data is in unsrucrured format .In this paper we extracted the data 

using web scraping.It is very useful for researcher;academician and education institute. Institute also increase study all 

remaing institute data and increase their rating .It gives the data in structured format.the results shows that web sraping 

method gives the accurate result and it is very useful for enhacing the rating of institutes. 
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